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 Abstract

 "The 'Palin Effect' in the U.S. 2008 Presidential Election" analyzes the effect of Sarah Palin on presidential vote choice.
 Two of the substantive conclusions are (I) Palin cost McCain votes among independents and moderates, and (2) Palin
 had the largest effect on vote choice of any recent vice-presidential nominee. Our analysis shows that the data do
 not support these findings. We find that respondent evaluations of Palin have a positive effect on McCain vote choice,
 even among independents and moderates, and Palin's effect on the election outcome is comparable with ten of the
 last fifteen vice-presidential nominees.

 Keywords
 2008, presidential elections, vice-presidential nominees, elections

 Introduction of the predicted probabilities reported in the
 . , iir_ ^ , article, the data do not support this finding.

 'n*refrecnt «sue of this journal, The Palm Effect in the Furthermore, the results in Table 1 of the original
 2008 U.S Presictential Election by Jonathan Knuckey paper show ^ ^ coefficient for the Palin fed.
 (2012) addressed a substantively interesting question: ing thermometer vanable is posltive, and there.
 Did the selection of Sarah Palin negatively affect John fore ^ priate inteipretation of the original
 McCain s share of the vote? In line with the conventional „ , ,• ... .... , . , n r .... , , , , ,. model is that attitudes toward Palm are positively
 postelectionnarrative and other research on the 'Palin correlated W|th McCain yote choice Th]s rela.

 ect (see 1S> 1 ygus, an îe ), t e artic e con- tionship does not support the conclusion that
 eludes that Palin hurt McCain among key moderate and n r r> ■ , , , , , Palin hurt McCain among the electorate as a
 independent voters. Specifically, the article makes three , , , . , , .
 , . ,. , f ■" . , „ whole or, as we will show, among independents

 claims. First, Palm had a measurable independent effect (and moderates) in particular.
 on the presidential popular vote in 2008. Second, she hurt 2 The findi ^ effec( on the 2008 race
 the McCain campaign by driving away independent and was j than that of recent vice.presiden.
 moderate voters. Third, Palin is a uniquely divisive figure . , . . , ...

 „ , . , , , tial nominee cannot be stated with confidence,
 and her effect on the presidential vote was larger than any j- ,• c ., . , , . , .

 ., . , b J Estimates of the effects of a variable within
 recent vice-presidential nominee.

 We see great value in this rese
 of understanding the dynamics of the 2008 election and
 for the broader question of the effect of running mate
 choice on presidential elections (Holbrook 1991, 1994).
 However, our reading of the article suggests that the
 evidence presented does not support two of the conclu
 sions read

 following:

 a

 ... .... , model are inherently uncertain. When 95 percent
 We see great value in this research question, in terms CA ■ . , , , , ,,
 , ,. . , . . . , . , confidence intervals are included, the results

 understanding the dynamics of the 2008 election and , ,, r ,
 „ ° „ show that Palin s effect overlaps many other vice
 for the broader question of the effect of running mate •, .. , • , ,, ,
 , . ., . , i /TT „ , presidential nominees and may not have been the
 choice on presidential elections (Holbrook 1991, 1994). , .. . .
 TT ,. . , ' / largest in recent history.
 However, our reading of the article suggests that the tai -cl j . v.. .■
 ., . . r , , 3. A simpler, re-specified model with greater predic

 evidence presented does not support two of the conclu- .. ,, . . . „ _ .
 , , T . . ... , tive power than the original allows for easier

 sions reached. In this research note, we will argue the -, . .. , , , , . . rr, ..
 f ,, b interpretation and shows high evaluations of Palin

 1. The finding that Palin hurt McCain among mod- 'Bradley University, Peoria, IL, USA
 erate and independent voters is based on a flawed

 interpretation of the empirical analyses of the Corresponding Author:

 2008 American National Electon Studies (ANES) £££
 data used in the article. When the results are cor- 61625, USA.
 rectly interpreted using marginal effects in place Email: eburmiia@bradley.edu
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 Table A. The Effect of Party ID on McCain Vote Conditional likely not have altered the outcome of the 2008 election,
 on Palin Feeling Thermometer. However, if Palin did in fact cost McCain votes, it sug

 Variable Coefficient gests tbat 'n a closer election, the choice of a running
 mate could affect the outcome. To this end, the article

 Palin feeling thermometer rating 2.06* (0.878) begins by demonstrating the robust positive effect of
 Palin thermometer * Independent party 4.88* (2.09) Palin evaluations (as measured with a feeling thermome
 identification ter varjabje jn tbe ANES) on McCain vote choice. An

 Independent party identification 3.53 (1.44) increase in a voter's assessment of Palin has a positive
 Democratic party identification -2.45* (0.487)
 National economic conditions 1.47 (0.872)
 Seven-point ideological scale (7 = conservative) 0.122 (0.149)
 McCain feeling thermometer 0.059* (0.013)
 Obama feeling thermometer -0.094* (0.01 I)
 Constant -0 073* (I 33) tbe 'oglt coefficient reported in Table 1 in the original
 Pseudo-R2 795 's equal to a respondent being about 1.03 times more
 M I Q31 likely to vote for McCain given a one-unit increase in his

 and statistically significant effect on McCain vote choice,
 even controlling for party identification, ideology, assess
 ment of national economic conditions, and a voter's atti
 tudes toward Obama and McCain. The substantive effect

 or her assessment of Palin. The data in Table 1, specifi

 *P< °5- cally the positive coefficient on the Palin thermometer
 variable, undermine the conclusion that Palin cost

 had a positive effect on McCain vote choice. The McCain votes" The author then interacts ideology and
 model specification in the original paper, where party identification (separately) with Palin evaluation to
 ideology is treated as three separate dichotomous calculate predicted probabilities of McCain vote choice
 variables with "don't know/no opinion" as the (see Flgurcs 6 and 7 in the original). Because the pre
 excluded category, is difficult to interpret. dieted probabilities for both interactions (Party identifi
 Furthermore, the creation of "Candidate Image" cation x Palin evaluation and Ideology x Palin evaluation)
 variables using factor analysis is not, we argue, are lower for moderates and independents, the author
 the best way to address the issue of multicol- concludes that Palin cost McCain voters from these
 linearity among candidate feeling thermometers. ^P8 b? saylng> "fg]'ven the concentration of moder
 Our re-specified model shows that Palin had a ates in many of the critical swing states in 2008> this
 conditionally positive effect on independent 'PalinEffecf appears to have been very costly to McCain
 voters (Knuckey 2012, 284).

 We have two objections relevant to this finding. First,

 Like many readers, we find the analysis intriguing and the interpretation of the results, leading to the primary
 topical and we appreciate the opportunity to engage in a fmding that Palin cost McCam suPPort among indePen"
 dialogue with the author explaining our critique in detail. dent voters' is not supported by the evidence presented.
 Due to the importance and visibility of this research, we Second' the model specification is complicated by the
 feel strongly about coming to a clear understanding of the measurement of ideology as three separate dichotomous
 findings and their implications and hope the dialogue fur- variables and the lack of appropriate controls due to mul
 thers our understanding of vice-presidential nominee ticollinearity among the closely related "feeling ther
 effects and voter behavior. In the following section, we mometer" variables. We will deal separately with the
 detail each of our three major arguments, offer an alterna- specification issues in the "Model Specification Issues"
 tive analysis, and discuss how our analysis changes the section,
 substantive interpretation of Sarah Palin's effect on the

 2008 election. Predicted Probabilities versus Marginal Effects

 Did Palin Cost McCain Independent
 and Moderate Voters?

 Our primary objection to the claim that Palin cost McCain
 independent votes is the use of predicted probabilities to
 demonstrate it. In Figure 6 in the original, Republicans

 We begin with the major finding in the article: Palin hurt appear to have a higher probability of voting for McCain
 McCain specifically by costing him votes among inde- as feelings toward Palin increase compared with indepen
 pendents. More formally, the author claims that Palin had dents and Democrats, while in Figure 7 conservatives
 an independent, statistically significant and negative appear to have a higher probability of voting for McCain
 effect on McCain vote choice among independent and as feelings toward Palin increase compared with moder
 moderate voters. As the author notes, the counterfac- ates and liberals.2 Interpreting these differences in the
 tuai—a hypothetical different running mate—would predicted probabilities answers a different question than

 Table A. The Effect of Party ID on McCain Vote Conditional
 on Palin Feeling Thermometer.

 Variable Coefficient

 Palin feeling thermometer rating 2.06* (0.878)
 Palin thermometer x Independent party 4.88* (2.09)

 identification

 Independent party identification -3.53* (1.44)
 Democratic party identification -2.45* (0.487)
 National economic conditions 1.47 (0.872)
 Seven-point ideological scale (7 = conservative) 0.122 (0.149)
 McCain feeling thermometer 0.059* (0.013)
 Obama feeling thermometer -0.094* (0.01 I)
 Constant -0.073* (1.33)
 Pseudo-R2 .795
 N 1,031
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 Figure A. The effect of ideology and party identification on McCain vote conditional on Palin feeling thermometer.

 the article asks. Predicted probabilities show the likeli- choice, and this effect is not conditional on partisanship
 hood of voting for McCain given certain characteristics or ideology. Our results are produced with the same data
 on party identification (Figure 6) and ideology (Figure 7) used in the article, without changes to the model specifi
 but, importantly, not whether independents were less cation or measurement of any variable.
 likely to vote for McCain because of Palin. The figures The interaction term is not significant and there is no
 show that independents had a lower probability of voting feeling thermometer rating for Palin that produces a neg
 for McCain than Republicans, but this is substantively ative and statistically significant slope on McCain vote
 different from concluding that Palin cost McCain votes choice for independents or moderates. In fact, the slope is
 among independents and moderates. Furthermore, for all positive, though not statistically significant for all Palin
 parties and ideologies and at all values on the Palin feel- feeling thermometer values. For Republicans, any rating
 ing thermometer, the predicted probability of voting for of Palin results in a statistically significant positive effect
 McCain is positive (though likely not different from zero on McCain vote choice although there is no increase in
 at many of the lower feeling thermometer values). effect size as a Republican rates Palin more positively.

 To answer this question—did Palin cost McCain votes Excepting independents who are neutral toward Palin
 among independents?—a more straightforward approach (near fifty on the thermometer), the positive effect of
 using cross-sectional data is to show the marginal effects, Palin rating on vote choice among independents is not
 not the predicted probabilities. Testing the hypothesis statistically different from Republicans. The same is true
 presented in the paper requires modeling the relationship for ideology. There is never a statistically significant neg
 between two variables conditional on a third variable— ative effect of feelings toward Palin on McCain vote
 the marginal effects. Of interest here is the slope of the choice conditional on ideology. As before, there are no
 relationship between feelings toward Palin and McCain statistically significant differences between conservatives
 vote choice, conditional on party identification or ideol- and moderates. The substantive interpretation is clear: the
 ogy. In addition, we model the relationship between feel- positive relationship between McCain vote choice and
 ings toward Palin and McCain vote choice for Republicans feelings for Palin is not conditional on party identifica
 and conservatives to determine whether there are signifi- tion or ideology. Not only is there no negative effect for
 cant differences between these groups and the groups of independent voters on feelings toward Palin but there is
 interest—independents and moderates. Significant differ- also no meaningful difference between Republicans and
 enees would be consistent with the claims of the paper independents on how feelings toward Palin affected
 (see Figures 6 and 7). The results presented in our Figure McCain vote choice. Our analysis reaches a different
 A3 show that Palin had a positive effect on McCain vote conclusion from the original paper; we find that
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 VP Effect Sizes Including Confidence Intervals
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 Figure B. The effect of vice-presidential evaluations on vote choice with confidence intervals.

 Magnitude of Palin's Effect on Vote
 Choice

 the positive relationship between the Palin feeling ther- As point estimates are inherently uncertain, it is appropri
 mometer and the likelihood of voting for McCain does ate to present such results with confidence intervals,
 not depend on a voter's ideology or party affiliation. In our Figure B, we reproduce Figure 8 from the paper
 Therefore, the results call into question the major conclu- using the author's original model specification with the
 sions of the paper; Palin did not have a negative effect on addition of standard 95 percent confidence intervals. To
 McCain's vote share overall, nor did she result in "eroded determine which vice-presidential effect is largest, the
 support for McCain among critical 'swing voters' such as relevant comparison is not to zero but to the effect sizes
 Independents and moderates" (Knuckey 2012, 286-87). of all other vice presidents. Taking into account the con

 fidence intervals, the estimated Palin effect overlaps with
 ten of the fifteen nominees included in the model. While

 the original model certainly shows that Palin's effect on
 vote choice was large and statistically different from

 A second major conclusion from the paper is that Sarah zero, we cannot conclude from these data that it was the
 Palin's impact on McCain was larger than any vice-pres- largest of any recent vice-presidential nominee. Similarly,
 idential nominee has had on his or her running mate dat- the claims that, "the only variable that had a stronger
 ingbackto 1980. These results are depicted in Figure 8 in effect on vote choice in 2008 was the candidate image
 the original (Knuckey 2012,285). Here our issue with the variable for Barack Obama" (Knuckey 2012, 285) and
 interpretation of the data is straightforward. Parameters that Palin's effect was greater than McCain's and "over
 estimated from samples are drawn from a distribution. 1.5 times" larger than that for Biden (Knuckey 2012,280)
 They do not exactly estimate the population parameter, are undermined when 95 percent confidence intervals are
 but instead provide a range of values around which the taken into consideration.4 Moreover, the original Figure 8
 population parameter will fall a specified number of shows the absolute effect size, not the direction of that
 times given repeated sampling from the same population. effect. The paper, when discussing the size of the "Palin
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 Effect," concludes that it had a negative impact on of multicollinearity. In fact, the high correlation of two
 McCain vote choice. However, this claim is undermined variables is a good reason to include both rather than
 because Figure 8 in the original depicts the significant, exclude one. As Gujarati and Porter (2009, 326—44) note,
 unconditional positive effect on McCain vote choice multicollinearity does not bias coefficient estimates
 reported in Table 1. whereas dropping a variable that should be included

 It is the nature of these data, not any flaw in the analy- results in specification error and biased coefficients. A
 sis, that make the results presented in the original Table 8 simpler approach is to include the McCain, Palin, and
 and elsewhere inherently uncertain. The accurate inter- Obama feeling thermometers where McCain vote choice
 pretation of point estimates is possible only when some (1 = McCain, 0 = other) is the dependent variable. While
 measure of confidence is provided. Confidence intervals evaluations of these candidates are correlated, it is theo
 are particularly important in this instance because their retically appropriate to include all three and, as our results
 absence alters the substantive conclusions drawn from that follow will show, the predictive power of the model
 the data. is improved.

 Model Specification Issues Specification of Respondent Ideology
 Up to this point, we have used a specification identical to The article states that ideology is measured with, "three
 the original paper to produce our results. However, there dummy variables, liberals (l=liberal, 0=otherwise), mod
 are three issues with that specification we wish to raise in erates (l=moderate, 0=otherwise), and conservatives
 this section, in which we will offer a re-specified model (1 conservative, 0=otherwise). Those who responded
 with more appropriate measures of ideology, partisan- 'don't know' or 'haven't thought' are the excluded cate
 ship, and respondent attitudes toward McCain and gory" (Knuckey 2012,278-79). The author justifies oper
 Obama. First, the approach to the issue of multicollinear- ationalizing ideology in this manner because ideology,
 ity among candidate feeling thermometer variables is like party identification, is "neither linear nor bounded at
 unnecessarily complex. Second, the use of three separate 7" (Knuckey 2012, 278). In addition, this allows the anal
 dichotomous variables to measure ideology where ysis to incorporate "don't know" and "haven't thought"
 "other" is the excluded category is theoretically inappro- respondents rather than dropping them, as would be nec
 priate and makes a meaningful interpretation of the ideol- essary with an ordinal measure of ideology,
 ogy variables more difficult. Finally, the original We are sympathetic to these arguments, but while ide
 specification of partisanship combines independent iden- ology may theoretically be conceptualized as continuous,
 tifiers with other identifiers including "don't know" and it is nearly impossible to measure it as such. In practice,
 nonresponses. ideology is almost always treated as an ordinal variable

 with a continuous specification (e.g., Ansolabehere and

 Specification of Candidate Feeling Jones 2010; Markus 1988, Wattenberg 1995). If there are
 -T. „ strong theoretical reasons not to treat a variable as con
 I hermometers

 ■ • — - tinuous, the appropriate specification would be to include
 The original article correctly notes that evaluations of the a separate dummy variable for each value of the ordinal
 four candidates—Obama, Biden, McCain, and Palin— variable (excluding one as a reference category). In this
 are closely related, "making multicollinearity a problem" specification, each dummy is allowed to predict the
 (Knuckey 2012, 279). That including multiple feeling dependent variable in the form of a change in the inter
 thermometers would create multicollinearity is expected cept. The costs to including numerous dummy variables
 and logical. To this end, the model in the original uses rather than one continuous variable are that their inclu
 two "Candidate Image" variables one each for Obama sion, though it ensures the coefficients are unbiased,
 and McCain—to deal with the fact that assessment of reduces the degrees of freedom and increases the ineffi
 effects from either Biden or Palin is difficult to parse ciency of the model, and makes interpretation more dif
 from respondents' feelings toward the presidential candi- ficult. Rather than specifying seven dummy variables or
 dates. The results from the model including these treating the variable as continuous, the practical effect of
 Candidate Image variables show that Palin has a large, using a set of collapsed dummy variables to measure ide
 significant effect on vote choice. We believe that this ology is that it reduces variation within the variable and
 approach is unnecessarily complex and that a simpler increases shared variation among the dummy variables,
 alternative is more appropriate. likely resulting in less shared variation between the Palin

 To demonstrate the independent effect of a variable, feeling thermometer variable and the ideology variables,
 the theoretically appropriate approach is to include all Simply put, ideology is not explaining as much variation
 relevant control variables regardless of their level as it could if it were measured on a seven-point scale,
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 Independents Ind. 95% CI
 Republicans Rep. 95% CI

 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

 Palin Feeling Thermometer

 0 = otherwise), the excluded baseline category is a mix
 ture of independents, nonresponses, and "don't know"
 responses. As independent and moderate respondents are
 key to the research question, it is important to define this
 category as accurately as possible. We re-specify party
 identification by using the seven-point scale in the ANES
 to create three dummy variables: Republican (1 = yes, 0 =
 no), Democrat (1 = yes, 0 = no), and independent
 (1 = yes, 0 = no). Republicans are excluded in the logistic
 regression, which allows the most readily interpretable
 comparison of the effects on independents relative to the
 Republican baseline.

 We reestimate the model used in Table 1 using the
 standard seven-point ideological scale, which avoids the
 necessity of using three dummy variables for ideology.

 Figure C. The effect of party identification on McCain vote We also specify partisanship with three dummy variables
 conditional on Palin feeling thermometer using re-specified (Democrat, Republican, and independent), and replace
 model. the "Candidate Image" variables with the candidate feel

 ing thermometers for McCain and Obama. The rest of the

 either through the inclusion of six dummy variables or variables are specified as in the original. Our results
 through one continuous variable. As a consequence, its appear in Table A.
 explanatory power in the model is likely reduced. Importantly, evaluations of Palin remain a statistically

 The second problem with the original specification is significant and positive predictor of McCain vote choice,
 that dummy variables are mutually exclusive categories, The interaction between Palin and the independent
 and therefore the dummy categories included in a model dummy variable is also significant but, contrary to the
 are interpreted with respect to the excluded (baseline) cat- original findings, it is positive. The dummy variable can
 egory. Consider a simple regression model with three be interpreted relative to the excluded baseline category
 mutually exclusive categories, such that D + D + D =1 (Republican). The positive coefficient of the interaction
 for any observation i. If y = a + P x D + p' xD"' + e, then term demonstrates that, relative to Republicans, positive

 the intercept a = P1 when D = Oand D = 0, or2 the value feelings about Palin increase the likelihood of McCain
 of y when = 1. This example is generalizable to any vote choice. In Figure C, we show that this finding holds
 situation where y = a + P x D + p x D + p. x X. + e for independents but not for Republicans. The more an
 where X is a vector of covariates. In the context of this independent respondent liked Palin, the more his or her

 article, the effects of the dichotomous ideology vari- probability of voting for McCain resembled that of a
 ables—liberal, conservative, and moderate—are inter- Republican. For Republicans, evaluations of Palin were
 preted with respect to an excluded category ("don't know" not a significant predictor of vote choice; they were
 or "haven't thought") that has no substantive interpreta- always more likely to vote for McCain. These results
 tion relative to ideology. The "don't know" and "haven't are consistent with expectations and are not unique to
 thought" categories are not ideologies but rather an articu- Palin—positive evaluations of a vice-presidential nomi
 lated nonresponse. Even if a different category is excluded, nee by those voters not firmly in one party's camp
 the coefficients are interpreted as the independent effect increase the chances that voter will prefer that party's
 controlling for respondents who could not articulate an presidential candidate,
 ideology. Therefore, regardless of which of the dummy
 variables is treated as the excluded category, the inclusion
 of the "don't know" and "haven't thought" makes a mean
 ingful interpretation of the coefficients relative to the The original paper represents the value of political sci
 other categories much more difficult. While we agree that ence in untangling real-world political questions and the
 dropping respondents who indicate no ideological self- obstacles inherent in bringing the knowledge of our field
 identification is far from ideal, it is the theoretically appro- to bear on these questions. While novel findings, espe
 priate approach to measuring the attitudes of respondents daily ones that conform to the dominant narrative, are
 who can identify their ideological inclination. exciting and satisfying, conventional wisdom can be mis

 The specification of party identification raises a simi- leading or incorrect. Social science is useful and mean
 lar issue. By coding identifiers for Republicans (1 = ingful to the extent that it applies analytic rigor to better
 Republican, 0 = otherwise) and Democrats ( 1 = Democrat, inform our understanding of the world, regardless of

 Discussion

 Independents Ind. 95% CI
 Republicans Rep. 95% CI

 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

 Palin Feeling Thermometer

 Figure C. The effect of party identification on McCain vote
 conditional on Palin feeling thermometer using re-specified
 model.
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 popular preconceptions. With respect to Sarah Palin, our
 analysis of the ANES data used in the original paper pro
 duces results that are more noteworthy for what they do
 not show—evidence of a negative "Palin Effect" on
 McCain's vote share—than for what they do show. Our
 reanalysis shows that Sarah Palin did not have a unique or
 unprecedented influence on the race; at best, she had pre
 cisely the small effect on vote choice in 2008 that we
 would expect of any running mate—an important conclu
 sion precisely because the null result still informs our
 understanding of presidential elections in general and
 2008 in particular. Although this finding is important and
 useful to our understanding of presidential elections, it
 lacks the appeal of a finding that supports the dominant
 postelection narrative. Unfortunately, because null find
 ings are difficult to publish in political science, there is a
 bias toward reporting only significant results (Gerber et
 al. 2010; Gerber, Green, andNickerson 2001; Gerber and
 Malhotra 2008). Particularly in the literatures on elec
 tions, we feel that more openness to null findings will add
 value to the knowledge our field can contribute to practi
 cal, applied questions.

 Conclusion

 Sarah Palin was a highly visible and polarizing figure in
 the 2008 presidential election. She generated media atten
 tion and attracted praise and criticism beyond what is
 usually given to vice-presidential nominees. It is logical
 to assume, as popular postelection wisdom did, that her
 impact on the outcome of the election was also greater
 than previous running mates. "The Palin Effect in the
 2008 Presidential Election" uses survey data to support
 that conclusion. Our reading of the article respectfully
 argues that the data do not support the key findings,
 which are:

 1. That there is a negative conditional effect of feel
 ings toward Palin on likelihood of a McCain vote
 among independents and moderates. We find that
 using marginal effects, as is appropriate for cross
 sectional data, shows that Palin had a positive
 effect on McCain vote choice, and based on our
 model specification, may have had a positive,
 conditional relationship for independent voters.

 2. That Palin's impact on vote choice was the largest
 among all recent vice-presidential candidates. We
 find that when confidence intervals are included,

 Palin's effect was not necessarily the largest
 among the nominees since 1972.

 As this article is important to the literature on the 2008
 election and the effects of vice-presidential selection on
 vote choice, we consider it crucial to understand exactly

 what the available data tell us about these phenomena. To
 that end, the original article makes a valuable contribu
 tion. Our goal with this response is to build upon it.
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 Notes

 1. For example, "However, at the margins—and this is
 where elections now can be won or lost in contemporary
 American politics—the findings are suggestive that Palin
 may have cost McCain support among important segments
 of the electorate and potentially some in key 'battleground'
 states" (Knuckey 2012, 287).

 2. Because confidence intervals are not included, we cannot
 conclude that the differences between independents and
 Republicans or moderates and conservative are statisti
 cally different from each other.

 3. To avoid confusion with the tables and figures in the origi
 nal paper, which are numbered 1, 2, 3, and so on, we have
 labeled our tables and figures A, B, C, and so on.

 4. In addition to the absence of postestimation tests, the lan
 guage suggests that feelings toward Palin were a larger
 influence on McCain vote choice than attitudes toward

 McCain himself. Such a finding would be at odds with the
 literature on vice-presidential candidate effects reviewed
 in the paper (Knuckey 2012,276-78) and referred to in the
 conclusion (Knuckey 2012, 285).
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